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RODS
What a year it’s been for our rods! Over the past 12 months our top-end Horizon X5 range has fi rmly established 

itself, not only as the best carp fi shing rod we’ve ever produced, but also as one of the best marketed by any 

manufacturer! Used by many of the world’s best long-distance casters, the Horizon X5 range has built itself a 

formidable reputation as the go-to rod for anglers who want the very best, without paying prices commanded by 

custom rod makers. At the other end of the price spectrum is our EOS rod range: a market leader in the entry-

level category.

For 2019 we’ve made a few tweaks to the rods that you’ll fi nd between the price points of the X5 

and EOS ranges. We’ve discontinued our Horizon X, Torque and Warrior S models and replaced 

them with two new ranges in the form of the Horizon X4 and Horizon X3. Both off er incredible value 

for money and you’re sure to be impressed with what you see on the coming pages...

RODS
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HORIZON® X5

HORIZON® X5 SPOD/MARKER

*RRP

CRD259 Horizon X5 12ft 3.25lb Abbreviated  £299.99 

CRD261 Horizon X5 12ft 6in 3.5lb Abbreviated  £309.99 

CRD263 Horizon X5 12ft 3.75lb Abbreviated  £309.99 

CRD265 Horizon X5 13ft 3.75lb Abbreviated  £329.99 

CRD260 Horizon X5 12ft 3.25lb Full Slim Duplon  £309.99 

CRD262 Horizon X5 12ft 6in 3.5lb Full Slim Duplon  £319.99 

CRD264 Horizon X5 12ft 3.75lb Full Slim Duplon  £319.99 

CRD266 Horizon X5 13ft 3.75lb Full Slim Duplon  £339.99 

CRD271 Horizon X5 12ft 3.25lb Slim Cork NEW  £319.99 

CRD272 Horizon X5 12ft 3.75lb Slim Cork NEW  £329.99 

CRD273 Horizon X5 13ft 3.75lb Slim Cork NEW  £349.99 

*RRP

CRD267 X5 12ft Spod/Marker Japanese Shrink Wrap  £249.99 

CRD268 X5 13ft Spod/Marker Japanese Shrink Wrap  £259.99 

  Ultra-high modulus carbon blank featuring multi-
directional Nanofibre and Interlaminar resin

  Blank also features 1k carbon wrap

  Fast recovery to aid distance and accuracy when 
making the longest of casts

  Superb playing action

  Reinforced carbon power joints for added strength 
at spigot

  Fuji K-Series Guides throughout - 50mm butt to 
16mm tip – these dramatically help to prevent tangles 
on the cast

  Fuji 18mm DPS reel seat

  Black fittings and whippings

  Understated cosmetics

  New Slim Cork models now available in 12ft 3.25lb, 
12ft 3.75lb and 13ft 3.75lb

  Styled to match the Horizon X5 fishing rods

  5.5lb test curve

  Multi-purpose rod for both feature finding and baiting 
up with heavy spods

  Fuji K-Series Guides throughout - 50mm butt to 16mm 
tip – these dramatically help to prevent tangles from 
occurring on the cast

  Benefits from many of the same features as the 
fishing rods

  12ft and 13ft options available

Laser-etched Fox head logo in butt cap 
on all rods in the Horizon X5 range

Fuji K-Series guides throughout - 50mm 
butt ring through to 16mm tip

New Slim Cork models now available

FEATURES

All rods feature a 50mm K-Series butt ring 
that reduces tangles on the cast

All models benefit from market-leading 
Fuji 18mm DPS real seats 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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RODS

Fuji 18mm DPS reel seat on all models

Anti-tangle guides throughout

FEATURES

Abbreviated/cork options to pick from

‘Old school’ gloss finish

HORIZON® X4

*RRP

CRD274 Horizon X4 12ft 2.75lb Abbreviated  £159.99 

CRD276 Horizon X4 12ft 3.00lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £169.99 

CRD278 Horizon X4 12ft 3.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £179.99 

CRD280 Horizon X4 13ft 3.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £199.99 

CRD281 Horizon X4 10ft 3.20lb Abbreviated  £149.99 

CRD282 Horizon X4 10ft 3.50lb Abbreviated  £159.99 

CRD275 Horizon X4 12ft 2.75lb Cork  £169.99 

CRD277 Horizon X4 12ft 3.00lb Cork - 50mm Butt Ring  £179.99 

CRD279 Horizon X4 12ft 3.50lb Cork- 50mm Butt Ring  £189.99 

  The new Horizon X4 rods benefit from a high-modulus, 
multi-directional carbon construction with a full 2K 
weave wrap, resulting in a lightweight, crisp action

  Anti-tangle guides 

  Fuji 18mm DPS reel seat 

  Gloss Finish

  Understated cosmetics

  40mm butt ring on all 10ft models plus both 12ft 2.75lb 
models (50mm butt ring on all other models) 

  Abbreviated and slim cork handle options available 

HORIZON® X4 SPOD/MARKER

*RRP

CRD283 X4 12ft Spod/Marker Japanese Shrink Wrap- 50mm Butt Ring  £159.99 

CRD284 X4 13ft Spod/Marker Japanese Shrink Wrap - 50mm Butt Ring  £169.99 

  Perfect for both baiting up and feature finding

  Styled to match the Horizon X4 fishing rods

  5.5lb test curve

  50mm butt ring to 16mm tip

  Anti-tangle guides

  Fuji 18mm DPS reel seat 

  Gloss Finish

  12ft and 13ft options available

NEW
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RODS

18mm DPS-style reel seat

Anti-tangle guides throughout

FEATURES

Cork handle versions also available

HORIZON® X3

*RRP

CRD285 Horizon X3 10ft 3.00lb Abbreviated  £79.99 

CRD286 Horizon X3 10ft 3.50lb Abbreviated  £79.99 

CRD287 Horizon X3 12ft 2.75lb Abbreviated  £84.99 

CRD289 Horizon X3 12ft 3.00lb Abbreviated  £84.99 

CRD297 Horizon X3 12ft 3.00lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £89.99 

CRD291 Horizon X3 12ft 3.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £94.99 

CRD293 Horizon X3 13ft 3.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £94.99 

CRD288 Horizon X3 12ft 2.75lb Cork  £94.99 

CRD290 Horizon X3 12ft 3.00lb Cork  £94.99 

CRD292 Horizon X3 12ft 3.50lb Cork  £104.99 

  The new Horizon X3 rods offer unbelievable value for 
money and are ideal for anglers on tight budgets that 
still want unrivalled Fox quality

  High-modulus, lightweight carbon blank construction 
that provides superb all round performance

  Multi-directional carbon construction 

  Anti-tangle guides

  18mm DPS-style reel seat

  Black fittings and whippings 

  Understated graphics

  40mm butt ring on all 10ft models plus both 12ft 2.75lb 
models, as well as a 12ft 3lb Abbreviated option - 50mm 
butt ring on all other models including a 12ft 3lb 
abbreviated option

  Abbreviated and slim cork handle options available  

HORIZON® X3 SPOD/MARKER

*RRP

CRD294 Horizon X3 12ft 5.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £94.99 

CRD295 Horizon X3 13ft 5.50lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £99.99 

  Perfect for both baiting up and feature finding

  Styled to match the Horizon X3 fishing rods

  5.5lb test curve

  50mm butt ring to 16mm tip

  Anti-tangle guides

  18mm DPS-style reel seat 

  12ft and 13ft options available

50mm butt ring on selected models

NEW
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EOS®

  Designed to offer incredible value for money

  Five models available including new 10ft 3lb and 12ft 
3lb 3-Piece

  Perfect newcomers, juniors or anglers on a very tight 
budget that still want Fox quality

  Lightweight low-resin, high-quality carbon construction

  Understated matt black finish

  Ergonomic tapered butt grip 

  18mm DPS-style reel seats hold reels of all sizes securely 

  Tried and trusted Fox SLIK guide system

  10ft and 12ft 3lb is perfect for smaller venues and use 
with bait and rowing boats

  12ft 3lb 3-Piece is ideal for small vehicles and traveling 
light (comprises 3 x 4ft/122cm sections)

  13ft 3.5lb ideal for larger venues where longer casts may 
be needed – also ideal for PVA bag and Method feeder 
fishing

  12ft 3lb Telescopic model also available, which retracts 
to 4ft (122cm) for compact storage when in transit

  All models except 13ft feature 40mm butt ring through 
to 14mm tip ring

  13ft 3.5lb features a larger 50mm butt ring through to 
16mm tip ring to aid casting performance

*RRP

CRD258 EOS 10ft 3lb Abbreviated  £39.99 

CRD254 EOS 12ft 3lb Abbreviated  £44.99 

CRD255 EOS 13ft 3.5lb Abbreviated - 50mm Butt Ring  £54.99 

CRD257 EOS 12ft 3lb Abbreviated - 3 pc  £44.99 

CRD256 EOS 12ft 3lb Telescopic Abbreviated  £44.99 

EOS® SPOD & MARKER

  Designed to complement EOS rod range

  Dual-purpose for use both as a spod and marker rod

  5lb test curve

  Lightweight low-resin carbon construction

  Fox SLIK guide system throughout

  High-quality 18mm reel seat

  Understated cosmetics with matt black finish

  Ergonomic tapered butt grip

  Offers unrivalled value for money

18mm DPS-style reel seat

Top-quality carbon blank

Telescopic model also available 

FEATURES

*RRP

CRD296 EOS 12ft 5lb Spod & Marker  £49.99 

SLIK guide system throughout

NEW

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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REELS & LINE
Why should you buy Fox reels? Well, the simple answer is because unlike the vast majority, Fox reels are actually 

designed specifi cally for the purpose of carp fi shing. What’s more, they’re designed and tested by carp anglers. 

Most reels sold for carp fi shing are not purpose-designed, but are intended instead, for sea angling and have a 

few cosmetic tweaks in order that they can be passed off  as carp models. Here at Fox, we’re extremely passionate 

about reel development, with the simple brief that we make reels that do the job they’re intended for, whilst still 

off ering incredible value for money.

We currently off er two reel ranges: the FX range comprising three models (FX9, FX11 and FX13) and 

the lower-priced EOS range, which now includes a brand new model in the shape of the 10000FD - a 

front drag version of our record-selling EOS 10000 which features a rear freespool facility.

In addition to producing reliable, purpose-built carp fi shing reels, we also off er an extensive range of 

lines to spool them up with. Whether you’re in the market for monofi lament, fl uorocarbon or braid, 

you’re sure to fi nd the perfect product in the coming pages. As well as the mainlines, we also make a 

range of leaders that off er the ultimate protection when snag fi shing or long-range casting. 

REELS & LINE
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FX13
  Bigger brother to our top-selling FX11

  Huge line capacity that is ideal for distance 
casting and long-range boat fishing

  Machined solid aluminium handle

  Stainless steel shaft

  90cm of line retrieved per handle turn

  Super-slow oscillation for immaculate line lay

  Carbon reinforced polymer body and rotor 

  Quick clutch with grit guard

  Minimalist matt black styling and discreet silver trims

  Rotor brake

  Anti-backlash system

  Micro line lay adjustment

  Rotor line guard

  2 range casting line clips – one black, one silver

  Rotor Balanced Profile

  Twist-free roller

  Pro-cast lip on spool

  5 stainless steel ball bearings + 1 roller bearing

  Gear ratio: 4.3:1

  Weight: 761g

*RRP

CRL071 FX13 Reel £139.99 

CRL072 FX13 - Standard Spare Spool £29.99 

CRL073 FX13 - Spare Shallow Spool £29.99 

FX11
  Machined solid aluminium handle

  Improved gearing

  Super-slow oscillation for immaculate line lay

  95cm of line retrieved per handle turn

  Quick Clutch with grit guard

  Hard-wearing, graphite body, with minimalist 
matt black styling and discreet silver trims

  Rotor brake

  Anti-backlash system

  Micro line lay adjustment

  Rotor line guard

  2 range casting line clips – one black, one silver

  Rotor Balanced Profile

  Twist free roller

  Pro-cast lip on spool

  5 stainless steel ball bearings + 1 roller bearing

  Gear ratio: 4.6:1

  Weight: 590g

*RRP

CRL070 FX11 Reel  £119.99 

CRL058 FX11 - Spare Spool  £29.99 

CRL061 FX11 - Spare Shallow Spool  £29.99 

FX9
  Machined solid aluminium handle

  Improved gearing

  Super-slow oscillation for immaculate line lay

  80cm of line retrieved per handle turn

  Quick clutch with grit guard

  Hard-wearing, graphite body, with minimalist 
matt black styling and discreet silver trims

  Rotor brake

  Anti-backlash system

  Micro line lay adjustment

  Rotor line guard

  2 range casting line clips – one black, one silver

  Rotor Balanced Profile

  Twist free roller

  Pro-cast lip on spool

  5 stainless steel ball bearings + 1 roller bearing

  Gear ratio: 4.6:1

  Weight: 560g

*RRP

CRL069 FX9 Reel £109.99 

CRL068 FX9 - Spare Spool Standard £24.99 

0.33mm/750m
0.35mm/650m

0.37mm/570m
0.40mm/500m

0.30mm/590m
0.33mm/490m

0.35mm/435m
0.37mm/390m

0.30mm/330m
0.33mm/310m

0.35mm/280m
0.37mm/220m

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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REELS & LINE

EOS® 12000
  Matt black styling with understated graphics

  Hard-wearing graphite body

  Suited to general fishing and also use as a spod reel

  Quick front clutch with grit guard

  Pro-cast lip on spool

  Twist-Free roller

  Mesh-Tec gearing system

  Anti-Backlash system

  Rotor line guards

  Sprung line clip

  CNS system

  7 stainless ball bearings + 1 roller bearing

  Spare spool options available separately 

  Gear ration 4.5:1

  Weight 744g

*RRP

CRL074 EOS 12000 Reel  £99.99 

CRL076 EOS 12000 - Spare Spool Shallow  £24.99 

CRL077 EOS 12000 - Spare Spool Standard  £24.99 

CRL078 EOS 12000 - Spare Spool Deep £24.99

EOS® 12000FS
  Matt black styling with understated graphics

  Freespool facility at rear allows you to go from locked 
up to running clutch with flick of switch

  Suited for general fishing and also use on a marker rod

  Hardwearing graphite body

  Quick front clutch with grit guard

  Pro-cast lip on spool

  Twist-Free Roller

  Mesh-Tec gearing system

  Anti-Backlash system

  Rotor line guards

  Sprung line clip

  CNS system

  Stylish all black handle, spool and bail arm

  10 stainless ball bearings + 1 roller bearing

  Spare spool options available separately 

  Weight 843g

  Gear ratio: 4.2:1

*RRP

CRL075 EOS 12000FS £129.99 

CRL076 EOS 12000FS - Spare Spool Shallow £24.99 

CRL077 EOS 12000FS - Spare Spool Standard £24.99

CRL078 EOS 12000FS - Spare Spool Deep £24.99

Sprung line clip on spool

Twist Free Roller on bail arm

Hardwearing graphite body

FEATURES

0.34mm/375m
0.39mm/300m

0.42mm/275m

0.34mm/375m
0.39mm/300m

0.42mm/275m

Freespool facility at rear 

Ergonomic handle 

Adjustable tension for Freespool

FEATURES
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EOS® 10000
  Ideal for smaller venues where casts under 90m 
are needed

  5 stainless ball bearings

  Great line lay aids casting

  Smooth clutch

  Freespool facility at rear allows you to go 
from locked up to running clutch with 
flick of switch

  Weight 558g

  Rotor balanced profile

  Line-friendly line clip

  Gear ratio 5:5:1

  Large handle for cranking power

  Weight 558g

*RRP

CRL059 EOS 10000  £64.99 

CRL060 EOS 10000 - Spare Spool £19.99

NEW

Anti-twist line roller

Easy to adjust, responsive front drag

Freespool facility with adjustable tension

FEATURES

0.33mm/320m
0.35mm/260m

EOS® 10000FD
  New addition to the EOS reel family 

  Responsive front drag system 

  Perfect for short to medium range fishing 

  Also doubles up as a handy reel for floater fishing 

  5 Stainless Ball Bearings

  Great line lay aids casting  

  Gear ratio 5.5:1 

  Rotor balance profile 

  Line-friendly line clip

  Large handle for cranking power 

  Weight 540g

  Offers unrivalled value for money 

  Spare spool available separately

*RRP

CRL079 EOS 10000FD  £49.99 

CRL080 EOS 10000FD - Spare Spool £19.99

0.33mm/320m
0.35mm/260m

Lightweight body balances perfectly with 
lower test curve rods

Easy to adjust front drag feature

Anti-twist line roller

FEATURES

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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LINE

EXOCET® MONO 
TRANS KHAKI

  Trans Khaki colour, which is almost invisible in water

  Number one choice for many of the UK 
and Europe’s leading carp anglers

  Low diameter and supple making it 
perfect for long-range casting

  Great abrasion resistance considering low diameter

  Sinks surprisingly well for such a supple line

  Great knot strength and low memory

  Supplied on 1000m bulk spools

*RRP

CML149 Exocet Mono 0.26mm 10lb/4.55kg  £21.99 

CML150 Exocet Mono 0.30mm 13lb/5.90kg  £21.99 

CML151 Exocet Mono 0.33mm 16lb/7.27kg  £21.99 

CML152 Exocet Mono 0.35mm 18lb/8.18kg  £21.99 

CML153 Exocet Mono 0.37mm 20lb/9.09kg  £21.99 

CML154 Exocet Mono 0.40mm 23lb/10.45kg  £21.99 

CAMO SOFT® STEEL 
  Available in both Light and Dark Camo

  Low stretch and very strong

  Very supple, low diameter making it perfect casting

  Highly abrasion resistant

  Colour-break camouflage makes it 
very hard to spot on lakebed

  Great knot strength and low memory

*RRP

CML132 Camo Light 0.30mm 13lb/5.90kg  £21.99 

CML133 Camo Light 0.33mm 16lb/7.27kg  £21.99 

CML134 Camo Light 0.35mm 18lb/8.18kg  £21.99 

CML135 Camo Light 0.37mm 20lb/9.09kg  £21.99 

CML136 Camo Dark 0.30mm 13lb/5.90kg  £21.99 

CML137 Camo Dark 0.333mm 16lb/7.27kg  £21.99 

CML138 Camo Dark 0.35mm 18lb/8.18kg  £21.99 

CML139 Camo Dark 0.37mm 20lb/9.09kg  £21.99 

TORQUE®

  Perfect all-round monofilament main line

  Offers unrivalled value for money

  Designed for anglers on a tight  budget 
that still want Fox quality

  Low-visibility green colour that is 
perfect for clear water conditions

  Great abrasion resistance makes it 
ideal for weedy and snaggy venues

  Low diameter aids casting performance 

  High knot strength

  Low memory and stretch

  1000m per spool except 20lb (850m) & 25lb (750m)

  Available in 11lb (0.30mm), 13lb (0.33mm), 
16lb (0.35mm), 20lb (0.38mm) and now 25lb (0.42mm)

*RRP

CML145 Torque 0.30mm 11lb/5.00kg  £9.99 

CML146 Torque 0.33mm 13lb/5.91kg  £9.99 

CML147 Torque 0.35mm 16lb/7.27kg  £9.99 

CML148 Torque 0.38mm 20lb/9.55kg  £9.99 

CML157 Torque 0.42mm 25lb/11.73kg  £9.99 

*RRP

CML155 Exocet Tapered Line 12-35lb  £10.99 

CML156 Exocet Tapered Line 15-35lb  £10.99 

EXOCET® TRANS KHAKI 
TAPERED MONO 

  Low-visibility Trans Khaki blends virtually 
disappears on lakebed and in midwater 

  Starts at a very strong 35lb (0.50mm) for 8m then tapers 
down over the next 6m to either 12lb (0.30mm) 
or 15lb (0.33mm) there is then 300m of 12 or 
15lb line before it then tapers back up to the 
35lb (again 6m of taper and 8m of 35lb).  

  Ideal for venues where leaders are banned

  Perfect for distance casting

  Can achieve casts in excess of 180m!

  Double taper means the line can be reversed 
giving you greater value for money

  Very supple yet highly abrasion resistant

  Great knot strength and low memory

  Supplied on 300m spools

*RRP

CML142 Edges Tapered Leader x 3 12-30lb  £9.99 

CML143 Edges Tapered Leader x 3 16-35lb  £9.99 

TRANS KHAKI TAPERED 
MONO LEADERS

  Designed to take ‘shock’ of casting a 
heavy lead or spod long distances and 
prevent ‘crack-offs’ from occurring

  Taper allows you to use a thick shockleader but 
only have a small knot attaching it to main line 
which aids the distances you can achieve

  Trans Khaki camouflage

  Low memory and low stretch

  Highly abrasion resistant 

  3 leaders per spool, each of 12m long

  Available in 12lb-30lb (0.33mm-0.50mm) and 
16lb-35lb (0.37mm-0.57mm)

*RRP

CML062 Camo Leader 0.45mm 25lb/11.3kg  £10.99 

CML063 Camo Leader 0.50mm 35lb/15.9kg  £10.99 

CML064 Camo Leader 0.60mm 45lb/20.4kg  £10.99 

CML065 Clear Leader 0.45mm 25lb/11.3kg  £10.99 

CML066 Clear Leader 0.45mm 35lb/15.9kg  £10.99 

CML067 Clear Leader 0.45mm 45lb/20.4kg  £10.99 

SNAG LEADER 

  Highly abrasion resistant

  Low-stretch properties 

  Perfect leader material when fishing 
snaggy and weedy venues

  Available in Clear and Camo

  Available in 25lb (11.3kg), 35lb (15.9kg) and 45lb (20.4kg)
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ILLUSION® TRANS KHAKI
  Features cutting edge technology that 
makes it our best fluorocarbon ever

  Developed alongside top diver Rob 
Hughes to ensure it disappears both on the 
lakebed and up in the water column 

  Super-supple for smooth casting and 
following lakebed contours

  Extremely fast sinking

  Low stretch

  Invisible when in water

  Highly abrasion resistant

  Top quality knot strength 

  Supplied on 200m spools

  600m bulk spools also available in 19lb only

*RRP

CML130 Illusion 200m 0.35mm 16lb/7.27kg  £21.99 

CML131 Illusion 200m 0.39mm 19lb/8.64kg  £21.99 

CML141 Illusion 600m  0.39mm 19lb/8.64kg  £54.99 

EXOCET® 
MK2 SPOD BRAID 

  Hi-vis yellow braid designed specifically for spodding

  Ultra-buoyant makes it easier to retrieve your spod

  Virtually no stretch

  Low diameter and supple for distance casting

  High knot strength

  Recommend for use in conjunction with shockleader

*RRP

CBL013 Exocet Spod 0.18mm 20lb/9.07kg  £29.99 

EXOCET® 
MK2 MARKER BRAID 

  Purposely designed for use on a marker reel

  Low visibility green colour reduces 
chances of carp spooking

  Designed specifically for feature-finding work

  Ultra-buoyant 

  Virtually no stretch, which helps transmit every lump 
and bump on the lakebed back to your rod tip

  Low diameter and supple for distance casting

  High knot strength

  Recommend for use in conjunction with shockleader

*RRP

CBL012 Exocet Marker 0.18mm 20lb/9.07kg  £29.99 

HORIZON® 
SEMI BUOYANT BRAID

  Semi-buoyant design for fishing at extreme long range, 
which helps to keep the line above weed and snags

  Features the same Dark Camo colour 
as our Submerge sinking braid 

  Highly abrasion-resistant making it perfect 
for snaggy and weedy venues

  High knot strength

  Very supple making it very smooth when casting 

  Low diameter aids distance that can be cast

  Available in 35lb (0.20mm) and 50lb (0.30mm) versions

  Available on 300m spools

*RRP

CBL014 Horizon 0.20mm 35lb/15.90kg  £32.99 

CBL015 Horizon 0.30mm 50lb/22.73kg  £32.99 

SUBMERGE®

  Used by many of the best anglers across Europe 
on some of the most demanding venues

  Available in Dark Camo featuring our 
colour-break technology 

  Fast sinking

  Low diameter and very supple for casting performance

  Supple nature helps it to hug lakebed contours

  Highly abrasion-resistant

  Virtually zero stretch

  Perfect for snaggy and weedy venues

  Available in 300m and 600m spools

  Available in 25lb, 40lb and 55lb breaking strains

*RRP

CBL008 300m Submerge 0.16mm 25lb/11.3kg  £34.99 

CBL010 300m Submerge 0.20mm 40lb/18.1kg  £34.99 

CBL016 300m Submerge 0.30mm 55lb/24.9kg  £34.99 

CBL009 600m Submerge 0.16mm 25lb/11.3kg  £69.99 

CBL011 600m Submerge 0.20mm 40lb/18.1kg  £69.99 

CBL017 600m Submerge 0.30mm 55lb/24.9kg  £69.99 

SURFACE™ 
  Designed specifically for surface fishing

  Neutral buoyancy 

  Low diameter and low visibility

  Ultra-supple for easy casting

  Very discreet when lying on water’s surface

  Great abrasion resistance and tough knot strength

  Supplied on 250m spools

*RRP

CML128 Surface 0.28mm 12lb/5.45kg  £8.99 

CML129 Surface 0.30mm 15lb/6.80kg  £8.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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